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    The µPD72255Y is the successor to the µPD72254Y display controller, designed for use in navigation systems. 

    In addition to the display control functions and a drawing function of µPD72254Y, high quality alpha blending 

function can be applied for all window layers, and alpha blend drawing is also helpful to draw anti-aliasing line.  The 

µPD72255Y provides a function for loading and displaying external video signals, and an internal D/A converter.  This 

graphics LSI has been designed to be used to create a high quality display system for a multimedia navigation system. 

    The µPD72255Y can be connected to a host CPU having an asynchronous bus mode like a SRAM.  As its display 

data memory (FRB), the device uses SDRAM with a 32-bit data bus. 

 

Remarks 1. In this document, data lengths are defined as follows: 

  Byte: 8 bits 

  Half-word (2 bytes): 16 bits 

  Word (4 bytes): 32 bits 

  Double-word (8 bytes): 64 bits 

 2. In this document, data significance is defined as follows:   

  Bit 0:  LSB 

 

 

ORDERING  INFORMATION 
 

Parts Number Package 

µPD72255YF1-GA5 240-pin Plastic FBGA (16 × 16) 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (TA = 25 �C) 

Parameter Symbol Conditions Rating Unit 

Supply voltage 2.5 V DVDD  −0.5 to +3.6 V 

 2.5 V AVDD  −0.5 to +3.6 V 

 3.3 V DVDD  −0.5 to +4.6 V 

Input voltage VI  −0.5 to +4.6 V 

Output current IO  −0.5 to DVDD + 0.3 

−0.5 to AVDD + 0.3 
V 

Operating ambient temperature TA  −40 to +85 °C 

Storage temperature Tstg  −65 to +150 °C 

 

Caution Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may affect device reliability; 

exceeding the ratings could cause permanent damage. The parameters apply independently. The 

device should be operated within the limits specified under DC and AC Characteristics.  

The rated values and conditions under the DC and AC characteristics correspond to the range in 

which the normal operation and reliability of the product can be guaranteed. 

 

 

Capacitance (TA = 25 �C) 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Input capacitance CI f = 1 MHz 4  10 pF 

Output capacitance CO  4  10 pF 

 

Remark These values are sample values and not those actually measured. 

 Input capacitance = Interface block capacitance + Package capacitance 
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DC Characteristics (TA = �40 to +85 �C, 3.3 V DVDD = 3.0 to 3.6 V, 2.5 V DVDD = AVDD = 2.4 to 2.6 V) 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

High-level input voltage VIH  2.0   V 

  PCI/CPU 0.5 DVDD   V 

Low-level input voltage VIL    0.8 V 

  PCI/CPU   0.3 DVDD  

High-level output voltage VOH IOH = –400 µA 2.4   V 

Low-level output voltage VOL IOL = 3.2 mA   0.4 V 

High-level input leakage current ILIH VI = DVDD   10 µA 

Low-level input leakage current ILIL VI = 0 V   −10 µA 

High-level output leakage 

current 

ILOH    10 µA 

Low-level output leakage current ILOL    −10 µA 

Supply current to digital circuits 2.5V DIDD    360 mA 

Supply current to digital circuits 3.5V DIDD    80 mA 

 

DAC Characteristics (TA = �40 to +85 �C, 3.5 V DVDD = 3.15 to 3.45 V, 2.5 V DVDD = AVDD = 2.4 to 2.6 V) 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Supply current to analog circuits AIDD fclk = 15 MHz   50 mA 

Resolution RES  6 6 6 Bit 

Differential linearity error DLE    ±1.0 LSB 

Integral linearity error ILE    ±2.0 LSB 

Full-scale output voltage VFS  1.50 2.05 2.60 V 

Zero-scale output voltage VZS  0.60 0.95 1.30 V 

Output amplitude VOPP  0.80 1.10 1.40 V 

LSB output voltage LSB   4.21  µV 

Sampling clock frequency fCLK  2.5  38 MHz 
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AC Characteristics (TA = �40 to +85 �C, 3.3 V DVDD = 3.0 to 3.6 V, 2.5 V DVDD = 2.4 to 2.6 V) 

    Unless otherwise specified, the following voltage level is the measurement point.  

 

Input waveform and measurement point for AC test  

 

4 ns

Measurement point

0.5 DVDD
0.8 DVDD

0.2 DVDD

DVDD

GND

 
 

 

Output measurement point for AC test  

 

Measurement point

0.5 DVDD
0.8 DVDD

0.2 DVDD

DVDD

GND

Hi-Z measurement point

0.8 DVDD

0.2 DVDD

 
 

Test load  

 

CL = 60 pF
(PCI/CPU I/F)
CL = 30 pF
(Other output pins)

PD72255Y output pinµ

 
 

Output floating measurement method  

 

PD72255Y output pinµ

5 mA

1.5 V

–5 mA  
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(1) Input clock 

 (a) PCICLK (If PCI bus function is not used, PCICLK pin must be connect to GND (Low level).) 
 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Clock cycle TDCYK  28 30 72 ns 

High-level clock width TDWKH  10   ns 

Low-level clock width TDWKL  10   ns 

Clock rise time TDKR    5 ns 

Clock fall time TDKF    5 ns 

 
TDWKH TDWKL TDCYK

TDKR TDKF

PCICLK

 
 

 (b) PLLIN (If PLLIN clock is not used, PLLIN pin must be connect to pull-up/pull down resistors.) 
 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Clock cycle TCCYK  28  200 ns 

High-level clock width TCWKH  10   ns 

Low-level clock width TCWKL  10   ns 

Clock rise time TCKR    5 ns 

Clock fall time TCKF    5 ns 

 
TCWKH TCWKL TCCYK

TCKR TCKF

PLLIN

 
 

 (c) PCLK 
 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Clock cycle TECYK  30 69.84 119 ns 

High-level clock width TEWKH  10   ns 

Low-level clock width TEWKL  10   ns 

Clock rise time TEKR    5 ns 

Clock fall time TEKF    5 ns 

 
TEWKH TEWKL TECYK

TEKR TEKF

PCLK

 
Peak-to-peak jitter for PCLK: +/- 500 ps (value of SysClockSet register: 0x102 2000) 
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 (d) VCLK (If Video Capturing function is not used, VCLK pin must be connect to GND (Low level).) 

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Clock cycle TFCYK  25  160 ns 

High-level clock width TFWKH  10   ns 

Low-level clock width TFWKL  10   ns 

Clock rise time TFKR    5 ns 

Clock fall time TFKF    5 ns 

 
TFWKH TFWKL TFCYK

TFKR TFKF

VCLK

 
 

 (e) TCK (If JTAG function is not used, TCK pin must be connect to GND (Low level).) 

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Clock cycle TGCYK  50   ns 

High-level clock width TGWKH  10   ns 

Low-level clock width TGWKL  10   ns 

Clock rise time TGKR    6 ns 

Clock fall time TGKF    6 ns 

 
TGWKH TGWKL TGCYK

TGKR TGKF

TCK
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(2) CPU access timing (PCI bus mode, CPUSEL = L) 

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Input setup time (vs. PCICLK) TSCL  9   ns 

Input hold time (vs. PCICLK) THCL  0   ns 

Output delay time TDRECL  4  18 ns 

Output data set time (vs. PCICLK) TDADZCL  4  18 ns 

3-state data buffer turn-off time (vs. PCICLK) TDHCL  4  28 ns 

 

 

TDADZCL TDHCL

PCICLK

INPUT

3-state OUTPUT

TSCL THCL

TDRECL

3-state OUTPUT
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(3) CPU access timing (asynchronous bus mode, CPUSEL = H) 

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

D[31:0], A[23:2], BE[3:0]/WR[3:0] setup time  

(vs.WR/WE, RD) 

TAS  5   ns 

WR/WE, RD, D[31:0], A[23:2], BE[3:0]/WR[3:0] hold time  

(vs. RDY) 

TAH  5   ns 

D[31:0], A[23:2], BE[3:0]/WR[3:0] setup time (vs. WR/WE) TAWH  5   ns 

RDY fall delay time (vs. CS, WR/WE, RD) TRF  3  10 ns 

RDY buffer turn-off time (vs.WR/WE) TRR  3  21.5 ns 

RDY delay tme (vs. WR/WE, RD) TRD  5   ns 

D[31:0] data set time (vs. RD) TDS  5  21.5 ns 

D[31:0] buffer turn-off time (vs. RD) TDH  5  21.5 ns 

WR/WE High level width TWRW  5   ns 

RD High level width TRDW  25   ns 

CS-WR/WE delay time TWS  0   ns 

WR/WE-CS delay time TDWCS  0   ns 

CS-RD delay time TRS  0   ns 

RD-CS delay time TDRCS  0   ns 

Read data determination − RDY delay time TDD    5 ns 

 

During write (RD = H) 
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During read (WR = H) 
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(4) SDRAM access timing 

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

MCLK clock cycle time TSDCK  10 12.5 14 ns 

MCLK high-level width TSDCH  3   ns 

MCLK low-level width TSDCL  3   ns 

MD0 to MD31, MA0 to MA14, MCS, RAS, CAS, WE, DQM0 to

DQM3, CKE output delay time 

TSDD  1.5  7.5 ns 

MD0 to MD31 data set time TSDZMD  2.5  17 ns 

MD0 to MD31 data buffer turn-off time TSDMDZ  2.5  17 ns 

MD0 to MD31 data setup time (during read) TSDS  3   ns 

MD0 to MD31 data hold time (during read) TSDH  2   ns 

 

TSDCKH TSDCKL

TSDCK

1.4 VMCLK

 
 

 

 

1.4 VMCLK

Note

MD0 to MD31(Read)

MD0 to MD31

1.4 V

TSDD

TSDH

TSDMDZTSDZMD

1.4 V

TSDS

 
 

Note MD0 to MD31 (write), MA0 to MA14, MCS, RAS, CAS, WE, DQM0 to DQM3, CKE 
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(5) Video interface  

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

VID0 to VID15, VCSYNC setup time TVS  4   ns 

VID0 to VID15, VCSYNC hold time TVH  7   ns 

 

TVS TVH

1.5 V

2.4 V

0.6 V

VCLK

VID0 to VID15,
VCSYNC

 
 

(6) JTAG interface 

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

TRST, TMS, TDI setup time TJS  10   ns 

TRST, TMS, TDI hold time TJH  10   ns 

TDO output delay time TJD  2  20 ns 

TDO data set time TJZD  2  20 ns 

TDO data buffer turn-off time TJDZ  2  20 ns 

 

TCK

TRST, TMS, TDS

TDO

TJS TJH

TJZD

TJD

TJDZ
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(7) Sync signal  

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

Sync signal output delay time (vs.DCLK
Note

) tSYND  0 4 8 ns 

Sync signal output delay time (vs.PLLIN) tSYNWD  2 10 20 ns 

Note  In case VoPixelClock (x1FF FB34H) bit 27 set to 0 (= shift disable (0 degree)). 

 

TSYND

DCLK

VSYNC, CSYNC, HSYNC,
FSC, ENABLE

 
 

 

 

TSYNWD

PLLIN

VSYNC, CSYNC, HSYNC,
FSC, ENABLE
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(8) Digital RGB output  

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

VO (digital RGB) output delay time (vs. DCLK
Note

) TPVID  0 4 8 ns 

Note  In case VoPixelClock (x1FF FB34H) bit 27 set to 0 (= shift disable (0 degree)). 

 

TPVID

DCLK

VO0 to VO15

 
 

(9) Analog RGB output (design value) 

 

Parameter Symbol Conditions MIN. TYP. MAX. Unit 

RGB (analog RGB) output delay time
Note1

(vs. DCLK
Note2

) TD  –10  +10 ns 

RGB (analog RGB) output determination time  

(10% to 90%)
Note1

 

TRF  –10  +12 ns 

Notes 1. Reference value 

 2. In case VoPixelClock (x1FF FB34H) bit 27 set to 0 (= shift disable (0 degree)). 

 

TD

DCLK

RGB output

TRF
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Single Write BE Mode (When the internal write buffer is not full.) 

 

 
 

Remark The dotted line of RDY signifies the Hi-Z.  RDY is asynchronous with internal clock.  Therefore it has only  

 analog delay with CS and WR.  Data is fetched in WR rising. 

 

 

Single Write WR Mode (When the internal write buffer is not full.) 
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Single Write BE Mode (When the internal write buffer is full.  Some wait are inserted by RDY) 

 

 
 

Single Write WR Mode (When the internal write buffer is full.  Some wait are inserted by RDY) 
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PACKAGE DRAWING  
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Purchase of NEC Electronics I2C components conveys a license under the Philips I2C patent Rights to 

use these components in an I2C system, provided that the system conforms to the I2C Standard 

Specification as defined by Philips. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

VR4122 and VR4131 are trademarks of NEC Electronics Corporation. 

VGA is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 

 

NOTES FOR CMOS DEVICES

1 PRECAUTION AGAINST ESD FOR SEMICONDUCTORS

Note:

Strong electric field, when exposed to a MOS device, can cause destruction of the gate oxide and

ultimately degrade the device operation.  Steps must be taken to stop generation of static electricity

as much as possible, and quickly dissipate it once, when it has occurred.  Environmental control

must be adequate.  When it is dry, humidifier should be used.  It is recommended to avoid using

insulators that easily build static electricity.  Semiconductor devices must be stored and transported

in an anti-static container, static shielding bag or conductive material.  All test and measurement

tools including work bench and floor should be grounded.  The operator should be grounded using

wrist strap.  Semiconductor devices must not be touched with bare hands.  Similar precautions need

to be taken for PW boards with semiconductor devices on it.

2 HANDLING OF UNUSED INPUT PINS FOR CMOS

Note:

No connection for CMOS device inputs can be cause of malfunction.  If no connection is provided

to the input pins, it is possible that an internal input level may be generated due to noise, etc., hence

causing malfunction.  CMOS devices behave differently than Bipolar or NMOS devices.  Input levels

of CMOS devices must be fixed high or low by using a pull-up or pull-down circuitry.  Each unused

pin should be connected to VDD or GND with a resistor, if it is considered to have a possibility of

being an output pin.  All handling related to the unused pins must be judged device by device and

related specifications governing the devices.

3 STATUS BEFORE INITIALIZATION OF MOS DEVICES

Note:

Power-on does not necessarily define initial status of MOS device.  Production process of MOS

does not define the initial operation status of the device.  Immediately after the power source is

turned ON, the devices with reset function have not yet been initialized.  Hence, power-on does

not guarantee out-pin levels, I/O settings or contents of registers.  Device is not initialized until the

reset signal is received.  Reset operation must be executed immediately after power-on for devices

having reset function.
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    Part of an application that uses the µPD72255Y and other components may violate patent numbers 1461288 and 1514488 

held by CADTRAK Corporation in the USA.  This problem of patent infringement cannot be solved by the µPD72255Y alone 

because the patent may be infringed if any other graphics display controller or discrete circuit is used.  Design an application 

system by taking appropriate preventive measure of your own.  

 

The information in this document is current as of January, 2003. The information is subject to 
change without notice.  For actual design-in, refer to the latest publications of NEC Electronics data 
sheets or data books, etc., for the most up-to-date specifications of NEC Electronics products.  Not 
all products and/or types are available in every country.  Please check with NEC Electronics sales 
representative for availability and additional information.
No part of this document may be copied or reproduced in any form or by any means without prior       
written consent of NEC Electronics.  NEC Electronics assumes no responsibility for any errors that may 
appear in this document.
NEC Electronics does not assume any liability for infringement of patents, copyrights or other intellectual 
property rights of third parties by or arising from the use of NEC Electronics products listed in this document 
or any other liability arising from the use of such NEC Electronics products.  No license, express, implied or 
otherwise, is granted under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights of NEC Electronics or 
others.
Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided for illustrative 
purposes in semiconductor product operation and application examples. The incorporation of these 
circuits, software and information in the design of customer's equipment shall be done under the full 
responsibility of customer. NEC Electronics assumes no responsibility for any losses incurred by customers 
or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software and information.
While NEC Electronics endeavors to enhance the quality, reliability and safety of NEC Electronics products, 
customers agree and acknowledge that the possibility of defects thereof cannot be eliminated entirely.  To 
minimize risks of damage to property or injury (including death) to persons arising from defects in NEC 
Electronics products, customers must incorporate sufficient safety measures in their design, such as 
redundancy, fire-containment and anti-failure features.
NEC Electronics products are classified into the following three quality grades: "Standard", "Special" and 
"Specific".  
The "Specific" quality grade applies only to NEC Electronics products developed based on a customer-
designated "quality assurance program" for a specific application.  The recommended applications of NEC 
Electronics product depend on its quality grade, as indicated below.  Customers must check the quality grade of 
each NEC Electronics product before using it in a particular application.
 "Standard": Computers, office equipment, communications equipment, test and measurement equipment, audio

and visual equipment, home electronic appliances, machine tools, personal electronic equipment
and industrial robots.

"Special": Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.), traffic control systems, anti-disaster
systems, anti-crime systems, safety equipment and medical equipment (not specifically designed
for life support).

"Specific": Aircraft, aerospace equipment, submersible repeaters, nuclear reactor control systems, life
support systems and medical equipment for life support, etc.

The quality grade of NEC Electronics products is "Standard" unless otherwise expressly specified in NEC 
Electronics data sheets or data books, etc.  If customers wish to use NEC Electronics products in applications 
not intended by NEC Electronics, they must contact NEC Electronics sales representative in advance to 
determine NEC Electronics's willingness to support a given application.

(Note)
(1) "NEC Electronics" as used in this statement means NEC Electronics Corporation and also includes its 

majority-owned subsidiaries.
(2) "NEC Electronics products" means any product developed or manufactured by or for NEC Electronics (as 

defined above).
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